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Rakosi and the Jews
notes assisting and orienting non-specialist readers. A
clear editorial design and assistance should have been in
place to put things straight where memory fails, where
consistency is lacking, or where cliches take over and
drive out the truly interesting and informative material.
The book consists of two main sections: an edito- To illustrate these points, allow me to quote just one exrial introduction signed by Andrew Handler and sevenample.
teen pieces of memoirs trying to recollect what life was
The recollections of Gabor Kalman (pp. 59-74) prolike for a teenager survivor of the Holocaust in Rakosi’s
Hungary. A book like this doubtless has the potential to vide us with only small crumbs of concrete and lived exprovide a genuine contribution to what is today a grow- perience, but they are rich in stylized Stilleben, seemingly
ing body of new scholarship on the political, social and taken from the everyday life of the 1950s. This serves
cultural history of postwar youth, education, and, es- much less to recount and make tangible for us how everypecially, of Jewish life in Eastern and East Central Eu- day life was than to illustrate and convey Kalman’s unrope after the Holocaust. It could have at least partly derstanding of the state socialist social order. His opineliminated that remarkable blank spot on the map of the ions are so firm that at times he seems to have felt justihistorical and social study of modern Hungarian Jewry fied in adjusting the “empirical” illustrations to his own
acutely observed more than twenty years ago by an ex- opinions on how socialism worked. Kalman tells us that
pert of the field, Peter Vardy: the lack of Jewish sociogra- he went to work at a biomedical laboratory at the age
phy.[1] A good example of how useful this sort of work of nineteen. He writes that the laboratory sought to “discan be for historical research is Michael Brenner’s re- cover antibiotics.” He hastens to add that he is aware that
cently translated book, the general theme and organiza- by then antibiotics “have already been discovered in the
tion of which are in many ways strikingly similar to those West and are widely available for a variety of illnesses,
of Handler and Meschel’s undertaking.[2]
but Western literature, even in the scientific variety, is
strictly forbidden for Communist Hungary, so we have
That the editors of this book have not paid serious to reinvent it ourselves all over again” (p. 67).
attention to the seventeen recollections (more than twothirds of the book) shows clearly in a number of ways.
This claim about the prohibition of Western scientific
Concise biographical presentations of the contributors literature is a mythological exaggeration. For scientists,
should have been a matter of course–they are not there. unlike for their counterparts in the social sciences and
The editors could have equipped the contributions with humanities, there was no prohibition on the use of WestThis book puts its reviewer to a hard task. How
should one treat a book on its own terms and consider,
among other things, what its declared objectives are if
the editors don’t reveal them?
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ern literature: as a matter of fact, their publications show
they used mostly Western literature and they could and
did mainly publish in the Western world even during the
1950s.[3] In such cases, an editorial intervention or a note
advising the reader not familiar with the region’s and the
period’s history would have been most desirable.

lived in Budapest in 1956, and only three of them lived in
provincial cities such as Debrecen, Miskolc and Kalocsa.
In none of these accounts can we read about violent acts
or manifestations of anti-Semitism during the revolution;
indeed, it is only Handler himself who tells of a serious,
verbal, anti-Semitic assault that took place in an Austrian
refugee camp, where he was awaiting his transfer to the
U.S. (note 58, p. 49).

The editors fail to be explicit not only about the issues
and themes, the purposes and methods of their project,
but also about the criteria they applied in recruiting the
authors of the recollections. If the book’s central, organizing theme were “the lives and times of Jewish students” during the Rakosi era, one would expect that the
editors would have expended some effort on making the
sample constituted by their contributors representative.
Indeed, the book is advertised by the distributor suggesting that the editors intended to “pinpoint the difficulties
of Jewish students in all walks of life.”[4] The social statistics of the group of contributors, however, show a conspicuous degree of homogeneity.

I do not wish to sound ungenerously critical towards
the memoir section of the book. These recollections include some interesting and fine pieces, some of them with
sections that could make parts of a good short story, like
the first two sections of Eva Szekely’s recollections (pp.
55-56). Others are amusing, like Paul Hollander’s contribution when he half-jokingly discusses whether it was
Communist rule that explained the Hungarians’ “exceptionally troubled and intense love life” or whether we
might talk in more general terms of the “romantic dispositions of Hungarians,” a stereotype that has “a grain
of truth” (p. 113). Not even the best (because concrete
Of the seventeen contributors, fourteen were born
and life-like) recollections could, however, compensate
into middle class families. A great majority of them sus- for the lack of a general design for the whole undertaktained and even improved on their parents’ social posi- ing, which one feels strongly both in the memoirs section
tion in the course of their lives: six of them are profes- and in the editorial introduction.
sors, four of them are established research scientists, two
of them are artists, two of them are well educated profesProfessor Handler’s introduction is uneven: there is
sionals, one is an executive in the telecommunications little correspondence between it and the recollections; in
industry, one is a housewife and one was an elite swim- a number of places it is erroneous in terms of fact, and the
mer in the 1950s, with university education in pharmacy literature he refers to strikes me as somewhat outdated or
and a job history as pharmacist and top level trainer be- inappropriate for the statements it supposedly supports;
fore becoming a pensioner. At the time of writing their its propositions are all too often less than well argued, or
contributions, only three of them lived in Hungary (in are perplexingly odd. To this latter category belongs the
Budapest), eleven in the U.S. and Canada, and three in portrayal of Matyas Rakosi and his attitude towards the
Scandinavia. This composition is certainly not represen- Jews and Jewish Hungarians. Comparing Miklos Horthy
tative of “all walks of life.”
and Rakosi, Handler says the following:
In this connection it should also be mentioned that
Professor Handler challenges, in his introductory essay,
what he terms the “reductivist view” prevailing in historiography, according to which anti-Semitism was rather
insignificant during the revolution of 1956. He suggests
instead that the massive exodus of Jewish Hungarians,
approximately 20,000 of the total emigration of around
200,000 people, is fully explainable by the presence of
anti-Semitic sentiments and actions in the countryside
(pp. 36-37 and note 59 on pp. 49-50). There is no place
in this review to show in detail how weak the foundations of Handler’s revisionist thesis are. I confine myself
to registering the fact that the witness accounts in the
second half of the book do not substantiate his thesis either. These memoirs are written mostly by people who

Hitler’s frustration over Horthy’s treatment of the
Jews, which essentially amounted to non-compliance
with the Nazis’ rules on dealing with the Jewish Question, could hardly be more rageful than Stalin’s annoyance with Rakosi for deviating from the slavish imitation of Soviet policy. Yet Horthy persevered and Rakosi
committed indiscretions for which he, rather than Laszlo
Rajk, could well have faced an avalanche of fabricated
charges (pp. 24-25).
This claim comes as a surprise because (1) there exists,
to my knowledge, no documentation of Stalin’s “annoyance” over Rakosi’s “deviations” in matters relating to the
Jews; and (2) there is no evidence to show that Rakosi did
in fact give Stalin any reason to be annoyed.
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Handler compares a secondary description of two
documents from Molotov’s ministry of foreign affairs
from the first half of 1942 with a small piece of text from
Rakosi dated December 20, 1942.[5] The notes were sent
in January and April to all the diplomatic partners of the
USSR. As Walter Laqueur describes them, they gave the
details of the atrocities committed by the German troops
on Soviet soil, but they were conspicuously restrictive
with information concerning the atrocities to which the
Jewish population was exposed.[6] Handler cannot know
how Rakosi’s speech (or article), describing “the methodical killing of Jews by German and Hungarian soldiers
and the activities in concentration camps” (p. 45, note 35)
compares with Molotov’s notes because he has only seen
Laqueur’s description and not the full text of these notes.
But let us assume that Rakosi’s text does indeed compare
with Molotov’s notes favourably in the sense that the former tried to convey the true scale and significance of the
horrors afoot in the areas of German (and Hungarian)
occupation, while the latter rather suppressed the truth.
How are we to understand this “deviation” of Rakosi from
the “official line” of Moscow? Handler clearly provides
us with this comparison because he believes it to be proof
of what may have been the beginning or, at least, one
manifestation of Rakosi’s political integrity and independence regarding how he related to the Holocaust and the
Jews.

a relatively short document but it presented more facts
and figures than published in the preceding year-and-ahalf taken together. It also mentioned the plan to concentrate millions of Jews from all parts of Europe ’for the
purpose of murdering them’.“ [8]
This is, then, the background for Rakosi’s text dated
December 20, 1942. The text had doubtless been
prompted by the Allied declaration of December 12 and,
especially, by the communique of December 19 of the Information Bureau of the Soviet Foreign Ministry. Rakosi
names both of these documents several times in his text
of three printed pages. Not surprisingly, he refers more
often to the Soviet document than to the Allied declaration. Indeed, it appears that most of his data are taken
from the communique of Molotov’s Information Bureau,
even the ones pertinent to some of the atrocities committed by the Hungarian army. There is nothing in Rakosi’s
text that corroborates Handler’s suggestion about “indiscretions” that could have earned Stalin’s “annoyance.”
What Rakosi did was a tiny contribution to the work of
the Soviet propaganda machine at a time when the Soviets already had decided to utilize the fate of the Jews in
their anti-Axis war efforts.

Nor can Handler’s remarkable suggestion be confirmed by the post-1945 developments–on the contrary! Rakosi may have been lagging behind his masI consider this comparison to be a breakdown of ter in launching the Hungarian chapter of Stalin’s “antisource criticism on the part of the author. Eight and Zionist” campaign, but he did follow suit.[9] In late 1952
ten months had gone by from Molotov’s notes to the and early 1953, he personally took charge of what could
publication (or broadcasting? ) of Rakosi’s text. Dur- have become a new major wave of purges now directed
against Jews, where a large section of the Jewish coming that period there were a number of developments
munity that was targeted were party intellectuals. Inthat changed allied attitudes (and, mostly, rhetoric) about
the genocide that German forces and their local auxil- deed, the big bang of the anti-Jewish campaign would
iaries were perpetrating in occupied Europe. The news have come some time around mid-1953, if such a guess
of the Nazi plans for the Endloesung reached the author- may be based on the fact that at the February 19, 1953
ities of the U.S., Great Britain and the neutral countries meeting of the Central Committee (Kozponti Vezetoseg)
of the Communist Party, Rakosi urged the party to take
relatively soon, but they did not want to believe it. Only
resolute steps against the Zionists.[10] By May 1953 the
by mid-November, 1942, had this information been confirmed. By then it became known also that about 2 mil- AVH had already arrested a number of people and started
lion Jews had already been murdered. In the end, the interrogating them in accordance with a plot approved
declaration of December 12 of the Allied Powers regis- and possibly even designed by Rakosi. In the course of
tered publicly the fact that the latter were aware of the this purge Rakosi planned to conveniently rid himself of
the person who acted as his right hand in the first wave
ongoing genocide and issued a warning that the perpeof purges, the chief of the security forces, Peter Gabor.
trators would be severely punished.[7] The Information
Bureau of the Soviet Foreign Ministry went public on De- Thanks to Stalin’s death and the political change therecember 19 with an unsigned statement “dealing specifi- after, only the initial steps of the purge could be effected;
cally with the ’execution by Hitlerite authorities of the in the era of the New Course, Rakosi had other, more
plan to exterminate the Jewish population in the occu- pressing problems to address: he had to fight for his own
political survival.
pied territory of Europe.’ ” As Laqueur writes, ”This was
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All in all, this book is a disappointment. But I would
like to see it as a (relatively unsuccessful) part of a most
welcome series of new efforts invested recently into the
contemporary history of the Jewry of (Soviet-) Russia,
Eastern and East-Central Europe. A great deal of these
efforts are driven by the understanding that the historical study of Jewish life in the region is an indispensable
part of our analysis of the region’s societies in their entirety. Jewish history is not simply a sub-field, but a vitally important perspective on the history of the region as
a whole. It should be part of all general courses (and textbooks) on the region’s modern and contemporary history.[11] This is not only a matter of moral and political
import, not only a matter of standing up against forgetting and against the revisionist/neo-fascist challenge, but
also, and no less importantly, a matter of genuinely professional, academic significance.
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